Area Dressage To Music Qualifier - Covid-19 Rules

- General
Clear Signage and Hand sanitiser stations will be provided in the carpark, outdoor
arena and indoor arena Please ensure social distancing practises are adhered to at
all times.
Stewards will be positioned at the venue entrance; warm up arena; indoor arena.
Please give these stewards your full cooperation at all times and respect their
personal space in line with social distancing guidelines.

- Competitors
May bring one other person from their family or support bubble to help. Only
exceptions are Junior and Para riders.

- Car Park
Steward to Open gate and direct lorries to car park and trailers to field. Parking
spaces in the car park will be indicated by a row of cones lorry should be parked
nose facing these cones.
Please ensure you have your owns tools to clear up any droppings or other mess
made.
Where possible horses should not be tied at the lorry or trailer. Where this cannot be
avoided ALL horses must be tried on the left side of vehicles.

- CD’s for music
All music should be provided on CD. An IN tray is provided to place your music CD
on the stairs outside the Gallery. When your music has been used for your test we
will sanitise the case and place the CD in the OUT tray in the same location for you
to pick up before you leave.

- Warm Up Arena - Outdoor Stewarded
Enter at car park end of Arena
Exit at opposite end of Arena closest to Indoor Arena
MAXIMUM of 6 horses in warm up at any one time. Please keep your warm up
to a maximum of 40 minutes.
Steward will advise each competitor as to when they can go to the Indoor Arena for
their test.
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- Test -Indoor Arena
Gate to the Arena will be opened by the steward. Previous competitor to wait at a
safe distance in the indoor school until the next competitor has entered and only
then can leave the arena. Helper may watch by the gate to the indoor arena but
must not touch the gate and keep Social Distance from the Steward at all times.

- Cool Down
After your test, there is a cool down area in the parking field.
You may not return to the Outdoor Arena
Walk only cool down

Please leave the venue at the earliest opportunity as numbers on
site are limited and other will be arriving to preform their tests.

- Scores
Class scores will be posted on the website midsussexridingclub.co.uk with in 24
hours. Results can be sent direct to competitor if the leave a SAE with a steward.
Otherwise,Test sheets and rosettes will be posted to team managers. Scoreboards
are not permitted.

- The Gallery will be closed
- Toilets are not accessible on site
- Catering will not be provided
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